Finding Manufacturer Information

Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey offers product and contact details for hundreds of domestic and international drug manufacturers.

- Step 1: Go to Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey (www.clinicalkey.com/pharmacology)
- Step 2: Click the ellipses underneath the Lists Menu
- Step 3: Select **Products by Manufacturer** from the Lists Menu. Find your desired manufacturer by scrolling or using the alphabetic list.
- Step 4: Alternatively, all manufacturer information can also be found through a simple search. *(Example below shows a search for Eli L to reveal Eli Lilly & Co)*

- Step 5: Once clicking on your manufacturer of choice, you will be presented with the company’s contact details in addition to a full listing of its products (on and off market).

- Step 6: Select a product link to be redirected to its drug monograph.